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Controversy in Whoville

“The Mayor of Whoville

 

is drumming up local support 
to tap the hydroelectric potential of the rapids.  

The mayor says: ‘The river presents a huge economic 
opportunity for the town.  Industries would be knocking 
on our doorstep with our new source of cheap power.’

 Tourism operators are wondering how it would affect 
the lucrative salmon run that draws people to the 
town’s televised Salmon Derby.  Nearby homeowners 
are concerned about water levels if the local wetlands 
would become a reservoir.

 The local Chamber of Commerce is proposing to fund 
a study to estimate the economic impacts of the 
proposal.”

DAM THE RIVER?

http://www.pbase.com/rapam/first_frost_2005&page=4
http://www.pbase.com/rapam/first_frost_2005&page=4
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Conventional Economics 101

Scanned from Dornbusch

 

et al (1999: 98)
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Ecological Economics

Planet Earth

Natural Resource 
Economics

Enlightened Brands of Economics

Other academic disciplines; Physics, Biology, Psychology, etc

Materials & Energy
Inputs

Environmental 
Economics

Waste Materials 
& Heat OutputThe Economy

Solar energy inputs
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Should Whoville
 

support the proposal?

Yes if it increases overall activity in the marketplace
Do an Economic Impact Analysis

(or) Yes if the benefits outweigh the costs
Do a Benefit:Cost Analysis

(or) Yes if this is cheaper than alternatives that provide the same benefits
Do a Cost:Effectiveness Analysis

(or) Yes if it succeeds several criteria beyond benefits exceeding the costs
Do a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

Requires a common “currency”

 

for analysis
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Where markets work and fail

Public good
e.g. sound of running water

Club good

 
e.g. outdoors clubs

No

Open-access resource 
e.g. most ecosystem services

Private good
e.g. metered electricity

Yes

Rival

 
(does use 

limit use by 
others?)

NoYes

Excludable (can use be limited?)

Markets will naturally fail
Price ≠

 

Value
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The Currency of Dollars

Methods to price a “priceless”

 

benefit or cost:

Replacement cost: the price of a 
manufactured substitute, if one exists; or

Travel cost: measures the benefit as the 
expense necessary to experience it; or

Hedonic valuation: statistical analysis of a 
complementary market-priced service; or

Contingent valuation: survey of willingness 
to pay (or trade) if an opportunity existed

(or)

Value transfer: re-assign results from 
another study performed under a similar 
socio-economic context

Valuation 
publications

All ISI science 
publications 

(10 000s)

Scanned from Adamowicz (2004)
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The Currency of the Ecological Footprint

Land needed for nature to produce 
material to be transformed by the 
economy and to sequester waste 
greenhouse gas emissions

Useful for comparing alternatives 
where ecological sustainability is goal

E.g. Hydropower vs

 

Alternatives

Extracted from Rees and Wackernagel

 

(1998)
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The Currency of Ecosystem Services

Can help to evaluate monetary tradeoffs (nature vs commerce)

Can help to evaluate biophysical tradeoffs (service lost vs compensated service)

Benefits to humans

Yearly 
Biophysical 

benefit

Yearly 
Priced 
benefit

Local disturbance prevention $55,198

Local water quality regulation $44,250

Regional aesthetic/recreational $14,076

Global gas & climate regulation $1,986

Continental refugium

 

benefits $1,674

(Others?) ?

Total $117,184

=
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Simulating the Reality of Whoville

Should Whoville support the proposal?  It depends on several parameters…

Need a simple representation of reality, to run experiments at a low cost

Mediated Modelling reconciles diverse perspectives and interests to arrive 
at a more common understanding of reality and future possibilities

Total reduction stigma PC

visitors moving
to Hamilton

Res inc value existing property

Oustanding prop val 
gap from contaminants

Value inc property devlmnt

Begin inc property devt spending
Inc property 

development completed

Begin property appreciation

Property appreciation final

Res value new property

Res total property improvement

Develop spending per unit

Initial prop val gap 
from contaminants

Property appreciation in works

Yrs delay property appreciation

Res space requirements
per res m2

Res building costs per m2

Res sanitary sewer 
system costs $per m2

Prop res need new san sewer PC

Inc new res space

Residential building costs

Res san sewer costs

Prop infill res need land dev PC

Res land dev costs
Urban land dev costs

Res surplus vacancy PC

Base people in study area

People per unit

Base excess res capacity

New res occupying existing units

People per unit

Inc new residents 
needing new homes

Base excess res units

New res using existing capacity

~

Rate property appreciation

Graph 9

Residential Property and Development Impacts

Scenario 1

$117,184Total

?(Others?)

$1,674Continental refugium

 

benefits

$1,986Global gas & climate regulation

$14,076Regional aesthetic/recreational

$44,250Local water quality regulation

$55,198Local disturbance prevention

Yearly 
Priced 
benefit

Yearly 
Biophysical 

benefitBenefits to humans

Scenario 2

$117,184Total

?(Others?)

$1,674Continental refugium

 

benefits

$1,986Global gas & climate regulation

$14,076Regional aesthetic/recreational

$44,250Local water quality regulation

$55,198Local disturbance prevention

Yearly 
Priced 
benefit

Yearly 
Biophysical 

benefitBenefits to humans
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Concluding Messages

Consider ecological economics in support of conservation

Several “currencies” help evaluate tradeoffs:
Dollars
Physical units

Take advantage of the capacity at home & abroad in ecological economics
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For further inquiry about ecological economics:

The journal Ecological Economics of the International Society for Ecological 
Economics (www.EcoEco.org)

 

with its Canadian Chapter CANSEE 
(www.CANSEE.org)

http://resolver.scholarsportal.info/resolve/09218009
http://www.ecoeco.org/
http://www.ecoeco.org/
http://www.cansee.org/
http://www.cansee.org/
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